For the two big bubble chambers BEBC and Gargamelle (GGM),detectors for external muon identification had been requested. Choice was given to multiwire proportional chambers behind additional iron absorbers. 71 chamber modules (each 1 x 3 m ) with two independent anode wire planes and one cathode strip plane have been built. To record the particle hits without deadtime during the spill length of 3 ms the development of a readout system quite different from standard systems was necessary. The chambers, the electronics and the performance of both systems will be described.
Introduction
The use of the two large bubble chambers at CERN, GGM and LEBC, in the SPS West Area neutrino beam line, made external equipment for muon identification necessary. The principle used is the same as at FNALl).
Two detector planes,with additional absorber before and between them,are placed behind the bubble chambers. The trajectory of a leaving particle is followed through the absorbers. If the trajectory coincides with a hit on the detector planes within a certain multiple scattering radius, the candidate is considered to be a muon. These requirements could be fulfilled by multiwire proportional chambers using a read-out technique which differs from usual read-out systems. The two EMI's at GGM and BEBC differ only in their geometrical arrangement. Fig. 1 shows the Gargamelle set-up with the veto counter, picket fence, calorimeter and the EMI. Chamber cross section Synchronisation between chamber buffers and main buffer of events very close in time).
The read-out itself is handled by a CAMAC interfaced control unit, which sequentially scans the event entries in the main buffer. For each entry, it addresses the chamoer seen to have been hit,and outputs the number of channels involved. Fig. 7 shows the data format. 
